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IMPORTANT
INSTRUCTIONS FOR WIRING OF ATMOX COMPONENTS

ATMOX components such as fans and lights are designed for connection to Controllers via low voltage wiring.

Use 14/2 Low voltage wire. This wire can have  different grooves or 
writing. Pick one side as positive and the other as negative. Be con-
sistent  throughout installation. ATMOX suggests Grooved side as 
NEGATIVE and Smooth Side as POSITIVE.

Quick Splice Connectors  
connect  Connector Wire to the 
low voltage  wire.

Banana Plugs connect low voltage  
wire to Controller. Colored Plug is 
 POSITIVE. Black Plug is NEGATIVE. 
Each color is used for a different 
function.

Connector Wire connects the 
 ATMOX component to low  voltage 
wire with Quick Splice  Connectors. 
Black Wire is  POSITIVE. White 
Wire is NEGATIVE.

BANANA PLUGS AND PRIMARY LOW VOLTAGE WIRE

Split wire about two inches from end.

Pull the ends apart. 

Remove outer coating to expose about 3/8 inch  
of internal copper on each end of wire.

Take colored banana plug and remove set screw.

Save set screw.

Insert the positive side of wire into bottom of  
plug.

Insert and tighten screw.

Repeat steps 4-7 for the black banana plug but 
 insert the negative side of wire into bottom of  
plug.

Plug colored banana plug into correct colored/  
positive port on the controller.

Plug black banana plug into corresponding 
 black/negative port.

TIP
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Secure wire to joists.

Go to a drop loop location where you want to 
attach the component.

In the drop loop, split wire.

Pull apart the two sides to make a loop of 
about three inches.

Take the positive side of the low voltage wire 
in the loop.  Push the wire into the quick 
splice connector.

Based on the function of the output line, determine which components will be wired on this line. 
Take the low voltage wire to those component locations and attach connector wire. 

Take the end of the positive side of the con-
nector wire (black wire). Insert the end of the 
connector wire into the connector until it hits 
the plastic stop.

Use pliers on the metal splice to make a con-
nection with both wires. 

Push the cover of the connector down to 
close.

Repeat steps 5-8 with the negative side of 
the low voltage and the negative side of the 
connector wire (white wire).

Plug the jack on end of connector wire into 
the component.
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FASTENING WIRE AND ATTACHING CONNECTOR WIRES
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